TD Wealth Empowers and
Engages Women Investors with
Highly Personalized Experiences

Case Study

TD Wealth takes a personal approach to building its clients’ wealth and legacy, starting
with getting to know them, their lifestyle, and the important people and activities in their
lives. With wealth comes a complex set of challenges. Consulting with clients at every
step, TD Wealth develops and implements fully integrated, personalized wealth management plans that fit existing needs and allow scalability for the future.

The business need
In an effort to understand the comparative dynamics of men and women regarding their
investment experiences, TD Wealth in Canada dedicated significant resources to conduct
valuable research on the subject. They found that while Canadian women wield significant power in investment decisions (a whopping $1.3 trillion dollars, to be exact) they are
significantly less engaged in financial planning and investing than men.
How could TD close that gap? There was one clear answer: Provide women with a tailored
experience, including rich engagement opportunities relevant to them. Leveraging insight
from its commissioned report, TD decided to address the underserved female investor
group by developing solutions to train advisors on how to best engage women clients,
and went out to speak directly to female investors. TD collaborated with Root Inc. to
create the industry’s first end-to-end investing experience for women.

The solution
Working with Root, TD created a centralized program that differentiated its brand from
the competition in order to “win with women.” The approach required two things:
1.

Education — TD had to educate its people. While the industry data wasn’t a secret,
there wasn’t a market leader when it came to women investors, so TD advisors
received reminders of the untapped opportunity in the female investor market.

2.

Tailored Tools — TD wanted tools for its advisors that specifically appealed to
women. They had to be highly authentic and personalized so women could get
comfortable with TD advisors for the long term.

“With its macro soupto-nuts view and
unparalleled expertise
in engaging people,
Root has been integral
in the build-out of
TD’s Women Investor
Program. We know
the content is good,
and we know it works.
Now we are focused
on scaling the program in the field.”
— Vanessa Iarocci,
AVP, Integrated
Services
TD Wealth
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Female Investor Strategy Summary
Advisor Workshop
Winning in the Changing
World of Wealth
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The Opportunity
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Industry

• Women already influence 70% of consumer spending in
Canada today – and over 50% of investment decisions
• In the next 10 – 20 years, many Boomer women will
inherit wealth twice
• Investments ranked, by women, as #1 industry that is
NOT meeting women’s needs
• 70% of women switch advisors after the death of a
spouse
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What’s coming and what we’re doing to help
• Time commitment: 3.5 hours of training,
60 minutes pre-read/work
• Logistics: Registration by email for mass rollout
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He’s not talking
my language.

Here is how we’ll meet
your retirement goals.

Don’t bother!
He won’t take the time to
understand your story.

I wish
I qualified for 5-star
treatment, but I don’t
have enough money
for advisors to care
about me.

Date

Event

Details

August 21 –
Sept 23

Soft
Launch

Pan-Wealth sessions to be held:
• Toronto
• Vancouver
• Ottawa
• Burlington
• Edmonton
• London
~ 20 participants / session

Fall / Winter

Rollout

Pan-Wealth sessions to be
held in centres across Canada.
Full schedule available on (xxx)
Teams / groups interested
in scheduling sessions may
contact Practice Management
to schedule

Today
Will he take time to
ask about what's
important to me?

The Sandwich
Generation
Parents

Business Assessment

Listening and
Connecting

Op
tio
ns

I’m glad you both
are able to sit down
with me today.

Advisor Education
and Training

Kids

This assessment will help you identify potential risks and opportunities as wealth continues to shift to
women investors. It’s a key component of the Women Investor Program, and you’ll reference it during
your training session. Your time completing it is an investment in your practice.

STEP 1:

Complete each section. Use your best
estimates to break down your client segments.

Workshops and
Events for Women

Internal use only.
This Root Learning Map visual is a product of Root Learning Inc., Sylvania, OH 43560 www.rootinc.com
®

The Manager’s role

Advisor Training Timeline

Sounds great!

TDCA01-021_vi1a_092112

®

We developed a unique, interactive training session
that will allow advisors to…
• Understand the shifts toward Women Investors in the
wealth management industry and how these shifts will
impact their book of business
• Hear best practices from their peers
• Learn and practice specific techniques for working with
women investors
• Action items to take back to their business

• Show your support for the Women Investor opportunity
and encourage all client-facing teams to sign-up – or
arrange for a training session for your branch / team
• Follow-up with your teams on their key learnings from
the training and what specifically they will do differently
to build their practices with women and couples
• Encourage your client-facing teams to hold an event
for women clients and prospects (new Women Investor
workshop program to be launched Fall 2012)

Total Number of Households

©2012

Total Investable Assets
RISKS TO
FINANCIAL HEALTH

RISKS TO
FINANCIAL HEALTH

Lack of
Planning

Death,
Separation,
or Divorce

70% of women do not
have a formal financial
plan, because they feel
they lack the knowledge,
money, or time to work with
investment professionals.

80% of men die married,
while 80% of women die
single.

Source: http://www.smrmediaroom.ca/
TDWomenInvestorPoll2011.htm

Source: Manisha Thakor and Sharon Kedar,
On My Own Two Feet (2007).
Internal use only.

Three Items to Discuss with My Advisor
Please contact me to discuss the following:

Name:

TD Waterhouse

Three items I would like to discuss with an Advisor
1.

COUPLES

NON-MARRIED WOMEN

Number of Households ________________

Number of Households ________________

Total Investable Assets ____________________
Total Investable Assets __________________
Internal use only.
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Making Ends
Meet in
Retirement

Outliving
Money

Most women will need to
retain up to 85% of their
pre-retirement income to
remain comfortable through
retirement.

The average Boomer widow
is expected to outlive her
husband by 16 years. At the
same time, most recently
widowed women will
experience a 50% decline
in income.

Source: Catherine Avery, “What Women Want:
Understanding the Modern Female Investor,”
October 2010.

Sources: Kathleen Williams, “Investing Wisely: What
Women Need to Know,” April 2011; Hartford study,
“Why Women Worry,” 2008.
Internal use only.

Client Segments

% of Book ______________________________
% of Book ____________________________
Total Investable Assets
(Top 10 Couples) _________________________
% of Book ______________________________

NON-MARRIED MEN

Couples where primary
relationship is with the man ______________%

Number of Households _______________

Internal use only.

Total Investable Assets _________________

Couples where primary
relationship is with the woman ___________%

% of Book ___________________________

2.

TD Waterhouse

Couples with joint decision-making _______%

E-mail:

Internal use only.

3.
Phone number:

Win with Women and
Couples Every Time

Thank You
Understanding
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Women tend to:
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continue to develop a financial plan?

Equally as likely
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Determine Solutions
Women tend to:
• Want more options than men when it comes
to investment strategies.
• Don’t want to be “told” what to do but rather
they want to be educated and empowered.

• Voice their reservations, which will give you an
opportunity to ensure that their goals or reservations
are addressed.

Implement Solutions

Determine
Solutions

Our experienced team
works together to develop
op
a personal strategy that
is designed to meet
your specific goals.

Present Solutions

Women tend to:
• Want to stay informed and are looking for education.
• Want and expect regular follow-up.

We present your strategy
to you for discussion
and approval.
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TD Wealth’s
Women Investor Program

A unique conversation for women about goal setting
and investment considerations

• Want to talk about investing as it relates to how it
helps them achieve their goals.
• Invest time when making decisions, because they are
typically trying to solve for a wide range of needs –
not one particular issue.

Confirmation
ation

We work with you
to put your strategy
into action.

• Want to know you have their best interests at
heart vs. just carrying out financial transactions.

Your Story,
Your Future

Women tend to:

We summarize our
understanding of your
ur
financial priorities
and needs to make
sure you’re
in agreement.

Implement
Solutions

• Want to feel that you understand their goals
and concerns.

Leader Guide

More likely
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Present Solutions

an

We take the time
to understand your
needs, dreams,
and aspirations.

We m
monitor the progress
of your strategy and
o
adjust it to keep pace
with any changes
in your life.

• Want to feel that they were listened to.

3 Based on your experience in this workshop, how likely are you to
Less likely
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TD Wealth’s
Women Investor Program
2 Considering the amount of time you spent in this workshop, how valuable
Not valuable at all

Women tend to:
• Feel very underserved and unsatisfied with
the investment industry.
• Want you to know about her, her family, and her
interests before you know about her investment needs.
Until she thinks you fully understand her, she may not
be ready to hear your recommendations.
• Feel like they don’t have enough time, money,
or financial education to engage an advisor.
• Have more fear about their financial future than men.

Disc
uss Her
Goals

Workshop Survey
1 What was one element of the workshop that you found the most valuable?
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Ongoing Management
and Review
Women tend to:
• Want an ongoing relationship with their advisor.
• Notice and appreciate when they receive
individualized attention.

• Want to know their future is safe and secure.

Facilitator’s Guide

The final Women Investor Program consisted of two distinct elements:
—

Mandatory Advisor Trainings ensured that TD’s people understood the identified
gender-based gaps and were prepared to successfully take ownership of the market
opportunity. TD employees, first trained by Root, went from city to city conducting
in-person trainings with other advisors. Through these sessions, all 1,400 TD field
advisors were armed with the tools to build better relationships with women.

—

Client Workshops were designed to help advisors provide women with a relevant
experience that would build their confidence and help them view themselves as
successful investors. During these workshops, approximately 10 women gathered for
open discussions about investing. The sessions were casual to put everyone at ease.

Results
The pilot program was so successful, TD decided to grow the program into a full
curriculum. Together, Root and TD mapped out the current state and ideal future
state – all with the end goal of establishing TD as the number one recommended wealth
management provider for Canadian women.
Today, TD offers a robust, end-to-end Women Investor Program that includes several
need-based workshops, which help women engage in the investment world with confidence. And, there are more workshops on the horizon.
Advisors who have adopted the program report they are now able to generate new
business faster and deepen relationships with female investors in a personal and
unique way.
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The company’s Client
Experience Index (CEI)
confirms that women
are substantially more
likely to recommend
TD than men.

Advisors have said:
—

“I think women prospects and clients have been waiting for an opportunity like this,
to have an open dialogue with their advisor and learn more about financial planning
and investing.”

—

“By providing women with a forum to openly discuss their goals and concerns, I
learned so much more than I would have in a traditional first meeting and I am better
equipped to provide proactive suggestions about how I can help.”

—

“The women investor workshops provided me with the chance to connect with my
existing female clients who are part of a couple, but where the man in the relationship was my primary contact.”

—

“I have never had this high of a closing rate from a seminar or workshop.”

The company’s Client Experience Index (CEI), which tracks how likely someone is to
recommend TD to a friend or colleague, confirm that women are substantially more likely
to recommend TD than men. The company also reports that the majority of new clients
at TD Wealth are women. The organization recently completed the rollout of the Women
Investor Program for TD Wealth in the U.K. and it is currently being adapted for the
U.S. market.

Root Inc.

About Root

5470 Main Street
Sylvania, OH 43560
+1 800 852 1315
info@rootinc.com
rootinc.com

Root is a strategy execution company that helps organizations
engage people as a catalyst for change using a proven framework
that consistently achieves clarity, ownership, and results.
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